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18 September 2022, Berlin: Participants demonstrate in front of the Federal Ministry of Defense for tank deliveries to Ukraine. A young woman holds a sign with the inscription "Protect Ukraine". The demonstration is organized by "Vitsche - Alliance of Ukrainian Organizations". Photo: Joerg Carstensen/dpa
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18 September 2022, Berlin: A banner reading "Weapons & Tanks 4 Peace" is seen in front of the German Ministry of Defense during a demonstration in favor of tank deliveries to Ukraine. The demonstration is organized by "Vitsche - Alliance of Ukrainian Organizations". Photo: Joerg Carstensen/dpa
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18 September 2022, Hessen, Frankfurt/Main: Counter-demonstrators stand with Ukrainian flags on the Opernplatz during a pro-Russian demonstration. In the Main metropolis on Sunday, pro-Russian demonstrators protest against the sanctions against Russia. At the same time, a demonstration in support of Ukraine takes place. Photo: Sebastian Gollnow/dpa
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18 September 2022, Hessen, Frankfurt/Main: Counter-demonstrators stand with Ukrainian flags on the Opernplatz during a pro-Russian demonstration. In the Main metropolis on Sunday, pro-Russian demonstrators protest against the sanctions against Russia. At the same time, a demonstration in support of Ukraine takes place. Photo: Sebastian Gollnow/dpa
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18 September 2022, Hessen, Frankfurt/Main: Counter-demonstrators stand with Ukrainian flags on the Opernplatz during a pro-Russian demonstration. In the Main metropolis on Sunday, pro-Russian demonstrators protest against the sanctions against Russia. At the same time, a demonstration in support of Ukraine takes place. Photo: Sebastian Gollnow/dpa
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18 September 2022, Berlin: Participants demonstrate in front of the Federal Ministry of Defense for tank deliveries to Ukraine. The demonstration is organized by "Vitsche - Alliance of Ukrainian Organizations". Photo: Joerg Carstensen/dpa
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18 September 2022, Berlin: Participants demonstrate in front of the Federal Ministry of Defense for tank deliveries to Ukraine. The demonstration is organized by "Vitsche - Alliance of Ukrainian Organizations". Photo: Joerg Carstensen/dpa
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18 September 2022, Berlin: Participants demonstrate in front of the Federal Ministry of Defense for tank deliveries to Ukraine. A young woman holds a banner with the inscription "Silence kills". The demonstration was organized by "Vitsche - Alliance of Ukrainian Organizations". Photo: Joerg Carstensen/dpa
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18 September 2022, Berlin: Participants demonstrate in front of the Federal Ministry of Defense for tank deliveries to Ukraine. A young woman holds a banner with the inscription "Silence kills". The demonstration was organized by "Vitsche - Alliance of Ukrainian Organizations". Photo: Joerg Carstensen/dpa
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18 September 2022, Berlin: Participants demonstrate in front of the Federal Ministry of Defense for tank deliveries to Ukraine. A young woman holds a sign with the inscription "Protect Ukraine". The demonstration is organized by "Vitsche - Alliance of Ukrainian Organizations". Photo: Joerg Carstensen/dpa
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18 September 2022, Berlin: Nensche demonstrate in front of the Federal Ministry of Defense for tank deliveries to Ukraine. The demonstration was organized by "Vitsche - Alliance of Ukrainian Organizations". Photo: Joerg Carstensen/dpa
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18 September 2022, Berlin: Nensche demonstrate in front of the Federal Ministry of Defense for tank deliveries to Ukraine. The demonstration was organized by "Vitsche - Alliance of Ukrainian Organizations". Photo: Joerg Carstensen/dpa
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